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HE LOOKS UP at the number on the side of the building. 
And then down at the number printed on the paper in 
his hand. Both read 696 but the paper says he should be 
standing in front of a publishing house and not some kind 
of housewares store. Since the windows are full of displays 
of brightly coloured bric-a-brac, far removed from dusty 
cartons of unsold copies of his last book, he’s certain 
that’s what this is. And unlike stacks of unsold books, the 
housewares are the kind that would seem terribly out of 
place in his two-bedroom writer’s hovel. Garishly coloured 
drinking glasses, plates, pillows and things he doesn’t even 
know what to call are arranged on tiered glass shelves with 
a casual chaos that belies the devilish precision behind it 
all. He sees the whole effect as one of carefully controlled 
eccentricity something like the calculated bohemianism 
of the coffee shops his editor friends who sold out to big 
publishing firms insist on meeting at.  

He suddenly notices a young girl just inside the large 
plate windows straightening what look like oversized 
drinking glasses. He guesses these are supposed to be vases 
but maybe this is a new fad he doesn’t know about. She 
probably isn’t that young, maybe as old as twenty-two, but 
he’s gotten to that point in his mid-thirties when anyone 
under twenty-five looks like they should be in junior high. 
She has strawberry blond hair with hardly any strawberry 
in it and stupidly large green eyes. When she catches him 
looking at her she favours him with a subtle smile that is 
flirtatious enough to make him quickly look away. 

“She likes you,” says a woman he hadn’t noticed 
leaning against the wall right in front of him. She’s older, 
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maybe forty-five, and is dressed in a stylish skirt and 
sweater combo, both in shades of dark grey that set off the 
pale blue of her eyes and the red in her auburn hair. She’s 
smoking a cigarette which is probably why she’s standing 
outside with her arms wrapped around herself on such 
a chilly morning. Though he thinks she is as much too 
old for him as the girl in the window is far too young, he 
finds the woman attractive. He knows others might find 
the hard set of her jaw and the paucity of humour in her 
eyes uninviting, but that’s always been the type of beauty 
he’s been attracted to. Specifically, the type others are not 
attracted to.  

He smiles awkwardly in response to her comment 
about the girl. He can’t think of anything to say other than 
to chuckle dismissively, “She’s a bit young.” 

“Not as young as all that,” says the woman.
He says, “I guess you work with her?” then adds, 

unnecessarily, “Here?” He nods up at the sign above the 
sidewalk. It reads, rather ambiguously, TMP in a brightly 
coloured font he associates with Mexico or, possibly, Africa 
or the Caribbean. 

“I do,” she says and drags on her cigarette and they 
stand there letting an awkward silence grow between them 
like a puddle of milk from an upturned jug. 

He’s aware he has no further reason to be at the location 
any longer but he feels unable to say goodbye and walk 
away. Or even to simply walk away without even a polite 
nod. So he spells out the sign, “Teee-Emm-Peee,” and they 
let that hang in the air between them. Then he says, “What 
does it mean?”

“The Margarita Philosophy,” She says stamping out the 
butt of her cigarette.

He expects her to go back inside now, since she also no 
longer has any purpose to be standing out in the cold, but 
she doesn’t. She stands there silently, waiting for him to say 
something in return so he says, “Well, that,” then pauses 
while he tries to think of how this sentence might end and 
settles on, “is certainly a philosophy.”

“It’s my philosophy,” she says. When he clearly doesn’t 
pick up on the inference she adds, “It’s my store.”

“Oh,” he says, “It’s, um, it’s big,” noticing for the first 
time the store isn’t a small boutique but inhabits at least 
three floors of the building.

She nods towards the doors, “Come on. I’ll give you a 
tour.”

“Well, this kind of thing, it’s not really my, uh, kind of 
thing.”

“No. Of course not,” She says and holds out her hand, 
“Miranda.”

He shakes her hand, as always too overly conscious 
of how much pressure he is, or is not, applying, “Ben. No 
really. I should be off.”

“Don’t be an idiot. Come along.”
Since he hasn’t found the publishing house, and knows 

he won’t today, Ben follows Miranda into her store. Glass 
and chrome and ceramics glisten under carefully directed 
track lighting that leaves rich shadows in all the right 
corners. The blonde wood floor is polished to a gleaming, 
mirror like finish he can see a fuzzy image of himself in. 
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He feels as if he’s walked into Ali Baba’s cave of wonders 
only he doesn’t desire any of this cozy, domestic treasure. 
He finds the mix of warm, heavy colours and appropriated 
ethnic designs overpowering and tacky, like too many 
spices from different cultures clashing in a meal. 

She looks over her shoulder at him, observing his 
discomfort, and smirks, “You look like you could use a 
drink.”

He checks his watch and sees it’s not even eleven in 
the morning. But he wordlessly agrees with her and allows 
her to lead him to a lounge on the second floor. They sit at 
the bar. Miranda tells Ben the bartender’s name is Juanio 
and, without being told, the man begins preparing her a 
margarita. Since Miranda is the one who asks Ben what 
he’d like to drink, he wonders if Juanio is mute. Ben tells 
her he’d like a martini and she tells this to the bartender in 
turn. After the drinks are made, the bartender gives them 
their privacy and silently polishes glasses at the other end 
of the bar.

Miranda explains, “This lounge is to showcase our 
martini shakers, blenders, that esperesso machine. 
Everything you see here. Wine glasses, corkscrews, 
whatnots. That towel Juanio is using. It’s all for sale, of 
course.” 

Ben wonders if she’s brought him here just to sell 
him a set of marbled martini glasses like the ones they’re 
drinking from. “Of course. Clever. Like at IKEA.”

“Not like IKEA,” she seethes, “IKEA is a cold warehouse 
for people who want to live in cold, compartmentalized, 
lifeless warehouses. Modernist mausoleums for the living 

dead,” and slams back the remainder of her margarita. She 
holds up the empty glass to Juanio who refills her glass 
from a pitcher of green ice-crystals. Casting Ben’s still half-
full martini a dark look she says, “Well, drink up. You need 
another.”

Though he was savouring the expertly mixed drink, 
Ben slams back the rest and carefully sets the glass in front 
of the bartender. He watches Miranda stir her new bright 
green margarita with a pink straw and takes notice of 
how her crisp grey outfit, dour expression and rigid, rail-
straight posture are at odds with her vehemence towards 
IKEA’s modernist aesthetic and her festive choice in 
cocktails. If he’d been shown a photograph of Miranda and 
was asked to make a prediction about what she’d drink, 
he’d have guessed martinis or perhaps whiskey. Something 
clean and hard. In his mind he pictures the imaginary 
photograph as a black and white mug-shot. 

As if reading his mind, she says, “I never could drink 
martinis. Filthy drinks. Taste like paint thinner.”

“I never could drink margaritas,” he says, though 
there’s no truth in the statement. He just feels the need 
to contribute to the conversion, if you could call it a 
conversation, which he wouldn’t. The same as he’s always 
felt lobster is merely a vehicle for garlic butter, he suspects 
he’s only here as a vehicle for Miranda to get sozzled.

Somewhere around their third drink he begins to 
wonder if she’s been hitting on him. Ben has a problem 
recognizing when women—or men—are flirting with 
him but he’s pretty sure friendliness is usually involved. 
Instead of soft smiles and a coquettish bat of eyelashes, 
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she’s been interrogating him about trivial personal details 
then ignoring the answers. 

“So. Where are you from, Ben?”
“Milton, originally. But for college I moved to—”
“I’ve lived here my entire life. I hate this city. It’s so 

unfriendly. So old fashioned. But where else do you go? 
You end up being stuck her. This city being what it is. And 
what do you do?”

“I’m a writer. Actually, funny thing, I was down here 
looking for—”

“Who isn’t? I never seem to have time to read these 
days. I used to love to read. You probably think that sounds 
trite. It’s probably a lie anyway.”

After a few exchanges like that, Ben begins to limit his 
answers to one syllable. Miranda doesn’t seem to notice. 
Now on their fifth drink, he’s completely dismissed the 
idea she views him as a sexual partner but is entertaining 
the suspicion he’s quite drunk. He’s also rather hungry 
which doesn’t help with his growing feeling of irritation 
towards Miranda.

Ben hops off his stool, discovers just how drunk he is 
and corrects his balance by grasping Miranda’s shoulder. 
He says, “Yeah, I’d better be off. I need to get something in 
my belly.”

 “We’ll go upstairs,” she says, and manages to stand 
without wobbling as much as Ben.

“Upstairs?”
“Upstairs. We have a restaurant on the third floor.”
“I really should be off.”
“Nonsense. Don’t pass up a free lunch.”

“Thanks, but. I was looking for—”
“Don’t be a fool. You drank my drinks and now your 

going to eat my food.”
Chin high, with her hand on his shoulder, Miranda 

guides Ben towards a chrome and glass spiral staircase. 
The store is quite busy now and Ben feels self conscious 
about his level of inebriation in front of the customers. 
He’s also beginning to worry about what will happen when 
he tries to climb the stairs but before get that far Miranda 
is stopped by a thin, po-faced young man in a casual suit. 
He holds a clip-board in one hand and a pen in the other.

“Ms. Glassier, the terracotta from Milan,” he appears 
to be trying to simultaneously look Miranda in the eyes 
while ignoring Ben’s existence. 

Miranda refuses to meet his gaze and takes the clip 
board. She scans it quickly then shoves it back into his 
hands and says, “You can sign for this.”

“Yes, but—”
“So sign for it. I’m on lunch.” Somewhat unexpectedly, 

she slips her arm through Ben’s and uses it to drag him up 
the stairs. “That’s Samesh,” she explains, “Just one of the 
necessary evils that comes with a store like this. The cost 
of doing business.”

“He seems like an okay sort,” says Ben, looking down 
through the stairs at Samesh sternly watching them.

“You’re right. He’s okay. Not great. Not terrible. He’s 
okay.”

The restaurant is a little larger than Ben expected, a 
dozen tables and most are occupied. A few customers 
exchange polite smiles with Miranda but she doesn’t speak 
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to any of them. She seats herself and Ben at a table beside 
a window that looks down on the second floor. At a point 
during their meal Miranda points out the young girl Ben 
had seen earlier. The one who was arranging the vases.

“There she is,” she says, refilling Ben’s wine glass.
Ben plays dumb, “Who?”
Miranda gives him a disapproving smirk. “You know 

who. Cailin. The pretty girl who was making eyes at you 
this morning. The one who made you blush.  I should have 
her paged.” Miranda waves their server over with wave of 
her hand.

“Oh, no. That’s not necessary. I mean, don’t.”
“Don’t be a fool. She’s beautiful.”
“That’s not the point,” says Ben. 
“Oh, she’s just a girl. She won’t bite,” then flashing him 

a mischievous grin, “I shouldn’t think. Maybe you could 
find out for me? Marielle, page Cailin for me.”

Ben begins to stand, intending to flee, but Miranda 
says firmly, “Sit down,” so he stays put. He reflects that his 
situation be intolerable if he wasn’t so drunk and he drains 
his glass of wine to ensure he stays that way. 

When the girl appears at their table she’s clearly trying 
to mask a cagey apprehension with an exaggerated pose of 
formal respect—her feet and knees together and her hands 
clasped behind her back. Ben assumes that staff isn’t often 
summoned by Miranda for positive reasons so he offers the 
girl an apologetic smile he hopes is reassuring but worries 
the alcohol has made his smile look a little drooped, as 
if he’s had a stroke. The girl seems to ignore him though 
and instead offers her employer a polite smile. Free to 

observe her, Ben detects a bridled aggression behind the 
expression.

“Cailin, this is Ben. He has something he’d like to ask 
you.”

“Actually he doesn’t,” says Ben.
“Nonsense. He wants to take you out for dinner. Would 

you like that, Cailin?”
For the first time this afternoon Ben glares at Miranda. 

He says, “That’s…this is…” and shakes his head.
Cailin says to Miranda, “If he’d like that, I would too.” 

She turns to Ben and says, “You’ll have to ask me yourself 
though.”

“Well, I’m not going to,” he says, defensively then adds, 
“Sorry.”

“That’s settles that,” Cailin says to Miranda, “Can I go 
now?”

Miranda scowls at Ben, “Yes. We’ll talk about this later, 
Cailin,” and gives the girl a conspiratorial wink. Miranda’s 
cool façade is now giving way to a jovial drunkenness.

Ben feels the smile the girl responds with is forced to 
the point of splintering and, as she turns away, wonders 
if the girl is used to seeing her employer drunk or if it’s 
something she endures daily. He suddenly feels deeply 
empathetic for the girl and, without knowing why, blurts 
out, “I would like to take you out for dinner.”

Cailin half turns back towards them and says, coolly, 
“I’ll think about it.”

Miranda finds this hilarious and bursts into a cackle 
that cascades like a bucket of marbles down the spiral 
staircase to the second floor.
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* * *
THE BED IS HEAPED with what Ben considers to be an 
absurd amount of pillows and down-filled comforters. No 
one in their right mind would attempt to sleep in such 
a decadent nest for fear of suffocation. Of course they 
wouldn’t, Miranda explains, and tells him he’s missing the 
point. It would be a comfortable death, he admits, as he 
stares up at the glare of the glare of the ceiling lights high 
up above them. Despite the needling of customers’ curious 
eyes, sleep is descending upon him like a spider rappelling 
from a dark corner.

Miranda has an indigo and white raku ashtray balanced 
in her hand which, in turn, rests on her stomach. She taps 
ash from her cigarette into it then takes another drag and 
blows a column of smoke straight up towards the lights. 
They watch it curl and drift and dissipate. 

Ben closes his eyes and asks, “You’re not worried about 
burning a hole in the bedding?” 

“More in the back,” Miranda says in the shruggish tone 
with which she answers all his questions. 

“I’m surprised they still make ashtrays.”
“Yes. And they don’t make handguns or hamburgers or 

automobiles anymore either because we’ve evolved beyond 
self-destructive behaviour.” 

Ben has learned to ignore the caustic tone in Miranda’s 
voice. It helps that the display bed they’re laying on is so 
comfortable. Also, the food and drinks are sit heavily in Ben’s 
belly and continue to pull him towards unconsciousness. 
If he had to die today, Ben thinks, it would indeed be a 
nice way to go. Better than in an automobile accident or 

by a gunshot wound or lung cancer. Just drift away as the 
world gently spins on a cushion of alcohol vapours.

When Ben wakes up Miranda is gone and he has to pee. 
He swings his legs over the side of the tall, puffy bed and 
rubs the blear of sleep out of his eyes. When he looks up a 
vaguely familiar middle-aged woman is glowering at him, 
in unmistakable harsh judgement, from a few feet away. 
Still drunk, he returns the glower and she moves on, her 
expression turns to one of bemused disbelief. He feels he 
should be able to place the woman but decides it’s just that all 
middle-aged women of her type are interchangeable. She’s 
nobody important. What is important is finding a receptacle 
for his urine and then sneaking away before Miranda comes 
back. He feels a little confused that he’s let Miranda hold 
him hostage for so long. Ben quickly corrects himself. 
Hostage is far too dramatic a word. But then he decides, 
with some indignation, no, he has been held hostage and it’s 
imperative he make his escape before ensnares him further. 
He doesn’t know exactly what she’s been up to but he feels 
it’s wrong. What exactly is wrong about it he can’t determine 
because her insistence on his company seems to serve no 
purpose. But there’s something subtly sinister going on, he’s 
sure of it. Or maybe that’s just the drink. He always gets a 
little paranoid when he drinks alcohol.

If the clock on bedside table of the display bedroom is 
correct, it’s a little past three o’clock. Maybe he can still find 
the publishing house before dinner. He sets off to locate a 
toilet. He hopes there is an actual washroom somewhere 
close by and he won’t be required to pee into a display 
toilet out in the open in front of customers. 
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He finds actual washrooms near the lounge on the 
second floor and, in his dozy, drunken state, he even 
manages to locate the one designated for men. With his 
eyes closed and his forehead resting against the wall, he 
leisurely piddles into a urinal. The door behind him opens 
and closes and he hears someone unzip their pants beside 
him. A constrained voice says, “You should leave before 
Miranda notices you’re gone.”

Ben opens his eyes. It’s Samesh, the punctilious young 
man from earlier. Jaw clenched, his eyes fixed on the 
wall straight ahead, Samesh forces the urine out of his 
body with such force it strikes the urinal like a hammer 
and chisel. It seems to Ben as if he’s trying to chisel his 
initials into the porcelain and he feels this act of effluent 
aggression is passively directed towards him. Or it could be 
the young man is merely trying to evacuate the contents of 
his bladder as quickly and efficiently as possible so he can 
get back to his duties of signing for things he’s authorised 
to sign for. Ben can tell by the metallic quality of the urine’s 
tinkle that droplets are probably rebounding onto Samesh’s 
pants. When he’s finished battering the urinal, he zips his 
fly with a violent tug. At the door he says, “Make it quick. 
I’ll keep her upstairs as long as possible.”

The encounter has ignited Ben’s ire and he’s now 
resolutely determined to stay in the building, even if it 
means enduring Miranda’s mildly malicious brand of 
company. Besides, he’s beginning to suspect his publishers 
didn’t give him the wrong address by mistake but, perhaps, 
never existed. I fact, he feels that would make the most 
sense. The supposed publication of his book, by parties 

he’d only spoken to over email, was clearly all an elaborate 
joke by one of his sell-out editor friends, possibly Ferrier 
or Kowalczyk. Wouldn’t be a waste of the afternoon to 
hunt for them? Ben fixes his hair in the mirror. He decides 
he doesn’t look nearly so old and used up as he’s allowed 
himself to feel recently. In fact, he’s still a young man and, 
if he tool a little better care of himself, someone who 
could be considered handsome. Maybe even the type of 
handsome urbanite who would go on casual dates with 
pretty young girls from stylish housewares stores. He 
leaves the washroom with a jaunty kick in his step he’d 
been lacking when he’d stumbled in.

Ben wonders the store without aim or purpose but 
takes a cynical pleasure from the materialist decadence 
the objects on display represent. There’s nothing here 
that’s unique or exciting—he’s seen similar trays and 
chargers and tea-light holders in a dozen other stores—
except for the price tags. Ben figures Miranda is charging 
her customers a sufficient amount for them to convince 
themselves they’re purchasing something extraordinary. 
He chuckles at picture frames and French-presses and 
towel racks while keeping an eye out for Cailin but she 
isn’t in any of the departments he ventures into. 

As he passes through a living room display, a faux-
African chess set catches his attention. It’s set up on a small 
glass table with the white squares of the board frosted into 
the surface. He sits in the chair behind the black pieces 
and begins to play against himself. Whenever he plays solo 
chess he can’t help but make black win. Since childhood, 
he’s never been able to break the habit. He rallies the white 
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forces—in this case, golden-brown wood—and charges an 
ivory lion-knight with a giraffe-bishop.

“I don’t think I’ve ever seen anyone lose against 
themselves from both sides before.” Miranda is standing 
behind him. He’s unaware she’s been watching him play 
for some time. 

“It’s a special talent of mine,” says Ben. He cranes he 
neck to see her, “If you really want to see me loose, you 
should take over black.”

“I’ll take white,” she says with a contrite smile, seating 
herself across from him. She reaches over and pulls an end 
table to her side with a screech. She lights a cigarette then 
balances it on the edge of a drink platter that’s sitting on 
the table and lets it smoulder while she assesses the state of 
the board. Ben moves a black gazelle-pawn and Miranda 
smirks, takes a drag and takes his rhino-rook. 

During their second game Ben says, “So tell me. What’s 
your margarita philosophy anyway?”

“To drink as many as possible,” she says.
“Cute,” he says, “Why name the store that?”
She shakes her head, “It’s a long boring story.”
“I’m a boring guy. Bore me.”
“Oh, I don’t think you’re boring.”
“You’re evading the question.”
 “I’m evading your Ruy Lopez opening.”
“My what? I don’t know about that stuff. Come on, 

bore me.”
Miranda takes his knight and leans back, takes a long 

drag and sighs the smoke out of her mouth. She says, “Well. 
I was in Mexico. On holiday. I was working in finances at 

the time. My life was numbers and percentages. I didn’t 
know it but I was in the middle of a nervous breakdown. 
My friends, my so-called friends, knew it. They convinced 
me to go down there with them to relax. Well, I wasn’t able 
to relax. I was glued to my BlackBerry. I was working. All 
the time they’re getting massages from Latin hunks and 
soaking up the cancer, I’m working.

“Anyway, we’re out to dinner one night, I make the 
mistake of leaving my BlackBerry at the table when I go 
to the ladies’ room. I come back and it’s gone. They say 
they don’t know what happened to it but say a bunch of 
street urchins came by begging—it was a restaurant on the 
beach, right?—so they say the kids must have taken it. I 
don’t believe them. 

“I call them liars, I call them bitches. I take off back to 
the hotel because I have to call the office, I have to book 
a flight back for the morning, I have to get a new room 
away from these backstabbing lying cunts. There’s lots I 
have to do and I have to do it right away. But I never make 
it to the hotel. Maybe a block away from the restaurant I 
see this guy outside a bar playing guitar. Real big grin on 
his face, playing away. Not busking, no sombrero in from 
of him. Just playing for the joy of it. Real joy. Not the fake 
misery-masking fake happiness my so-called bitch friends 
are trying to push on me. And it hits me, I’m not living my 
life. 

“My friends who I’ve decided I’m never speaking to 
again have been trying to tell me this all week and it’s this 
kid who gets through to me. He doesn’t even know I’m 
there. Next thing I know, I’m crying. Waterfalls. I didn’t 
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cry like this at my grandmother’s funeral. And not at my 
sister’s wedding. Well, the comparison isn’t fair since I 
never liked those two. But this is what really hits it home 
for me. In that moment I am grieving for my grandmother, 
the harpie. I am happy for my sister, the cow. I decide from 
this point on I’m going to live it up. So I walk into the bar 
and ask the bartended for a margarita because for some 
reason I decide it’s the drink with the most vivacity. I guess 
I got that from some stupid movie or something. So I sit 
there drinking margaritas all night, getting drunker by the 
hour, and telling whoever sits beside me about my new 
philosophy.”

Miranda pauses to take a drag and looks at Ben 
knowingly. He still isn’t clear on what exactly the 
philosophy that came to her as an epiphany in the street is 
so he says, “So what exactly did you say to these people?”

Miranda shrugs, “Oh God, who knows? I woke up in 
my hotel room completely unaware how I’d gotten there. 
I was probably spewing all manner of nonsense to those 
poor people. All I remember is none of them didn’t stay 
long.”

“But the bartender kept serving you?”
“He knew a goldmine when he saw one. It wasn’t 

exactly a touristy kind of joint. Whatever I said to them 
wasn’t important. I wasn’t speaking for them, I was just 
talking it out for my self. Getting it straight.”

“And what is it,” Ben says, on the verge of losing his 
patience.

“Life is a margarita.”
“Life,” says Ben, “is a margarita?”

“Life is a margarita,” repeats Miranda. She stubs out 
her cigarette and leans back in her chair, holding Ben’s 
gaze with her eyes. “Life is sour and cold. It’s also sweet. 
It makes you feel happy and warm or dizzy and sick. Life 
makes you want to cry or fight a stranger or want to dance 
and have sex. A margarita is a microcosm of your life in a 
salt-rimmed glass.”

Ben nods his head and chews his lip while he mulls 
this over. After a moment he says, “That’s tidy. But I don’t 
see how it helps with living.”

“I find, like the drink itself, it takes the edge off.”
Ben chuckles and nods in acquiescence, “I guess that’s 

all we can ask of any philosophy. So, let me guess, you came 
back, cashed in your savings, quit your job and opened 
this store?”

“No,” she shakes her head but turns it into a nod, “Yes. 
But this all started as a tiny East end boutique. I outgrew 
that, moved into a bigger place. And so on and so on. Now 
this.” Miranda waves her hand vaguely at the room around 
them. Ben can’t read any emotion in her expression. It’s as 
if the store merely exists but has no bearing on her reality.

“And it’s sweet and makes you want to dance and have 
sex?”

Miranda smirks wryly, “When it doesn’t make me 
nauseous and want to smash someone’s face in, yes, it does.”

Ben laughs. He intends to compel Miranda to further 
defend her philosophy but they’re interrupted. Cailin has 
approached their table, she’s waring a jacket and has a bag 
slung over her shoulder. She says to Miranda, ignoring 
Ben’s presence, “It’s time to go home.”
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Miranda nods towards Ben and says, “I’m going to stay 
here for a while.”

“Oh-kay,” Cailin draws out the two syllables doubtfully, 
“I’m taking the car though.”

“Yes, yes,” replies Miranda with a dismissive wave, “I 
can take the bus.”

“You’re going to take the bus?” Ben can tell Cailin finds 
the prospect of Miranda taking public transit absurd. She 
continues, “And what about dinner? What should I tell 
dad?”

“Tell him,” Miranda pauses for half a beat, “I’m playing 
chess.”

“You’re playing chess? With him?” Cailin jerks her bag 
at Ben, “Who is he anyway?” She doesn’t give Miranda a 
chance to answer and turns on Ben, “What are you doing 
here?”

Their eyes lock. Cailin’s are narrowed and icy, Ben’s are 
passively curious. He says, “I’m playing chess.”

Cailin’s jaw is clenched when she spins on her heel 
and abruptly leaves. Miranda idly tilts the white queen—a 
kneeling lioness—on the axis of its hip, watching the 
reflection twist and undulate on the glass. After a few 
moments silence, Ben says, “She’s your daughter?”

“I would have though that was obvious,” states 
Miranda, flatly. 

“Not really,” denies Ben, “I mean, now that I know, I 
can see it. But are you always trolling for strange men to 
set your daughter up with?”

“Oh, that,” she snorts dismissively, “I’d have never let 
it happen.”

“I see,” says Ben, feeling suddenly off balance and a 
little queasy. He thinks he should probably have taken 
Samesh’s advice after all. He says, “And you’re married?”

“Oh yes. Drinks? I could use another drink.”
“I think maybe It’s time for me to—”
“Have another drink. Come along.”

EARLY THE NEXT MORNING, Ben awakes on the 
display bed. As before, he’s fully clothed and stretched 
out on top of the lush bedding. The morning light has just 
begun to skip over the city rooftops. It filters in through the 
giant third floor windows and casts a silent, delicate glow 
over the sleeping Miranda. She is also fully clothed, also 
on top of the bedding. Ben hasn’t blacked-out, he knows 
they didn’t sleep together in any carnal sense. Still, he has a 
hollow feeling in his stomach and he isn’t sure if it’s that he 
feels uneasy about waking up beside her or if he’s simply 
hungry and a little hungover. He decides: hungry. 

Since the store’s hours are ten until nine, he figures he 
probably has time to sneak into the little restaurant a make 
himself a snack before the kitchen staff comes in. Ben is 
familiar with the layout of the kitchen since, to the her 
staff ’s annoyance, Miranda insisted she cook him dinner 
herself. Omelettes. He scrounges some toast and figures 
out the espresso machine in the lounge. Cup in hand, he 
leisurely walks around the store, enjoying how different 
it feels with the lights off and empty of people. Without 
the background music, a insidiously calming soundtrack 
that he hadn’t even noticed the day before, he can hear the 
metal fans smoothly rotating overhead. 
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He walks past a home office display and stops in his 
tracks. An Underwood Touch-Master 5, not for sale, sits as 
an ornament on an oak writing table. The price of the table 
is typed on the sheet of cream-coloured paper loaded into 
the typewriter. Seven-hundred and fifty dollars. Ben runs a 
finger over the smooth grey-blue enamel of the typewriter’s 
body. He hasn’t written anything on a typewriter since 
childhood, he always hated the experience, the cracking of 
the keys and the inability to edit on the fly, but he’s always 
felt not using a typewriter meant he wasn’t a real writer. A 
real writer lived alone, spent endless nights hunched over 
an apparatus like this one, a cigarette smouldering in an 
ashtray to one side and a tumbler perpetually half full of 
rye on the other. He feels drawn to the primitive machine. 
He sits down and rests his fingers on the keys imagining 
what it would be like to write a whole novel on such a 
beast. In a drawer of the writing table he finds a stack of 
the cream paper. He zips the sheet out of the mechanical 
mouth and sets it on the edge of the table, in case anyone 
might want to know the price of the table later, and loads 
a crisp, blank sheet. 

He begins to type.
Later, after the sun has risen, but before the store has 

opened, Miranda comes by with two cups of coffee and a 
sudoku magazine tucked under her arm. Wordlessly, she 
sets one of the cups beside him then takes up residence in 
a plush, high-backed leather chair that’s part of the display. 
She fills numbers in the puzzle boxes while Ben writes. 

The first voice either of them hears all morning is 
Samesh’s saying, “I don’t know what it is. It sounds like 

typing,” then another voice, female, muttering worriedly.
Samesh and a sales associate come around the corner. 

Seeing Ben at the typewriter, his eyes narrow, as if he’s 
trying to squeeze Ben out of his line of sight. A second 
later he sees Miranda and, with his expression turned 
from angry to wry, says, “We have a living display now? 
Like models in a window? Does he work here now?”

Miranda says, “He’s got to work somewhere. Why not 
do his work here?”

“But he’s not on the payroll?”
“No, he’s not on the payroll.”
“I’m not?” Ben tosses in and he and Miranda laugh. 

Samesh does not. The now very confused looking young 
woman grins but seems unsure if she should laugh or 
follow Samesh’s scowling lead.

“You’re not concerned?” Samesh says.
“Concerned about what?” Miranda says.
“That his continued presence in the store will,” Samesh 

pauses, seemingly to select the best word from an array at 
the forefront of his mind, “confuse our customers?”

“I don’t see why. If he were trying to toast bread with 
that typewriter, that might be confusing to some people. 
But Ben isn’t doing anything out of the ordinary. He’s just 
writing.”

Samesh flicks a cautious glance at Ben typing and says 
to Miranda, “Maybe we should talk about this in your 
office?”

“I’m in my office.”
“Your proper office.”
“There’s nothing improper about this office. There’s 
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bookshelves, chairs, desks, writing materials. Look, even a 
Rolodex. A real office.”

“The cards in the Rolodex are blank.”
“Says who?”
“I helped you set up this display.”
“Well, nobody uses a Rolodex these days anyway. Or 

Day-Timers or any of that stuff. I wonder what’s happened 
to all those companies. It’s all on phones now isn’t it? Well, 
I have my phone with me so, really, I have my office with 
me. And I’m quite comfortable here. So if you want to talk 
to me you can do it here. Otherwise go and be a good store 
manager and open the store.”

Samesh’s face turns very still. For the full five or six 
seconds before he turns to leave, it masks whatever it is 
he may or may not be thinking. The young sale associate 
follows him with a snuffling giggle. 

“More coffee?” Miranda says to Ben with a smile. He 
nods but doesn’t speak; he just keeps on cracking out 
words on the old Underwood Touch-Master 5.

IT’S LATE in the afternoon of the next day. Ben leans back 
in his chair to read over what he’s written. He can’t tell if 
it’s good or not, he never can, but it’s the start of something 
important. He knows that much. He’s almost glad the 
publication of his last book was a fraud because this one, 
this is going to be what immortalizes him. Even if no one 
ever reads it. He sips on the previously untouched glass 
of rye Miranda brought for him around lunch. It tastes to 
him like dirt that’s had paint thinner spilled on it. No, he 
revises in his mind, it’s more like sawdust thrown on top of 

paint thinner spilled on a greasy cement floor in order to 
soak it up. He can see why he never took to the drink before 
but he now finds the aggressive punch of it invigorating. It 
suits his current situation. It’s what he should be drinking 
here in his writer’s garret, or as reasonable a facsimile as 
the designers of modern furnishing could provide. Since 
his publishers were a sham and, arguably, his career as a 
writer is a shame, then it’s fitting his office should be a sham 
as well. Somehow it—all of it, what surrounds him; the 
rye, the Underwood, the $750 writing desk—will inspire 
more sincere prose than he ever could in the spare room 
at home on his computer. So he won’t be going home. Not 
until this work is done. Whatever it turns out to be. He 
isn’t sure if it’s a short story or a novel or a play or an epic 
prose poem. All he knows is that to finish it, he’ll need to 
stay in the store.

“What the hell, Ben?” A familiar voice, wavering 
between disbelief and fury, addresses him. Ben looks up. 
It’s his wife, Jeanie Bradshaw. 

“Oh, hi,” he says, surprised she was able to track him 
down.

“Oh, hi? It’s been three days. Where have you been?” 
The disbelief in her voice is giving way to the fury.

“I’ve been right here,” he says, “I should have called, 
shouldn’t I?”

“Don’t grin at me like that. This is fucked, Ben. The 
whole time? You’ve been here the whole time?” 

“I know. I’m sorry. But I forgot my phone at home. I 
would have called. I just—”

“Look, fuck you. I don’t care. Mrs. Paget said she saw 
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you here sleeping on a bed or some shit, I didn’t believe 
her. Why would you even come in here? But no one else 
had seen you. Then your publishers called, you never went 
to that meeting, I was freaking out. Ben. What’s going on?”

Ah, Mrs. Paget, thought Ben, the old woman who was 
glaring at him. He knew she looked familiar. He says, “My 
publishers called? But they don’t exist. It’s just Kowalczyk 
and those guys putting me on. Assholes. There never was 
a book.”

“I’ve seen the book, Ben. I’ve been to their offices.”
“But their offices don’t exist,” Ben says calmly. He 

doesn’t know why Jeanie would lie so blatantly that she’d 
been to the office. She must not know that he’d been given 
the wrong address. He’d caught her out. 

“What do you mean they don’t exist. I was just there. 
It’s like three blocks away.”

“Nice try, Jeanie. Cute, Andrej Kowalczyk has you in on 
the big joke. I went to the address they sent me to. I’m there 
now. So I didn’t miss the meeting, really. I’m still at it.”

“You went to—” Something occurs to Jeanie, “Give it 
to me.”

“Give what?”
“The address. Give me the address.”
Ben is beginning to get upset with his wife and he 

doesn’t want to give her the scrap of paper he scribbled the 
address on. But she has her hand thrust out so violently 
he finds it hard to resist. Reluctantly, he pulls the scrap 
out of his pocket and hands it to her. He says, “See, 696. 
This store’s address. I’ve figured out the joke you were all 
playing on me.”

“Joke? Jesus, Ben,” Jeanie takes a moment to calm 
herself before she looks at the paper. He’d only written the 
street number down, not the street name. She says, “You 
were looking at it upside down. The office is at 969. You’re 
at the wrong place.”

Ben snatches the paper back from her and scrutinises 
it. He feels the sinking shock of embarrassment until he 
realises she is merely persisting in the ruse. He refuses to 
be bamboozled again and says, with a bitter laugh, “Fool 
me once…” then returns to looking over his work.

Jeanie waits a moment, then says as evenly as she can, 
“Well? Are you coming home now?”

“No,” says Ben, “I have work to do.”
“You’re staying?” the fury in Jeanie’s voice has again 

traded places with the tone of utter disbelief, “You can’t 
stay here.”

“Why not? I have been.”
“What do you mean you have been. This is a store. You 

mean you’ve slept the last two nights?”
“Yes.”
“In the store? And they didn’t kick you out?”
Ben smiles. The smile is hideous to Jeanie. It’s as if his 

lips pulling away to reveal his teeth is revealing something 
ugly that he’s always been hidden from her. He says, “They 
didn’t kick me out.”

She’s about to ask why and how but has come to the 
sudden realisation she will neither like nor understand 
his answer. Instead of asking she says, without any 
bewilderment or borderline rage, “Goodbye, Ben.” 

Ben nods. He’s aware of the definite note of finality 
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in the tone of her voice but is strangely unconcerned. He 
wants to show Miranda what he’s written and feels he can’t 
seek her out unless Jeanie leaves. Jeanie’s hanging around 
is an annoyance. He doesn’t have to wait long before 
she storms out of his display office, or does what would 
have been storming out if there’d been a door to slam. 
Ben doesn’t feel it’s really storming out unless a door is 
slammed at least once. He’d actually consider what Jeanie 
has done is leave in a huff, if he were considering it, but he’s 
not. What he’s doing is looking for Miranda. He wants her 
opinion on what he’s written.

Ben expects to find her at the bar in the lounge but her 
usual stool is empty. Ben sits in his and makes eye contact 
with Juanio who says, “She’s not here,” it’s the first time Ben 
has heard the barkeep’s voice. His accent is as cinnamon 
dark as his skin, though he can’t place it. It’s not any Latin 
American accent he’s familiar with. 

Ben says, “He speaks! I guess I’ll have my usual while 
I wait.”

Juanio cocks and eyebrow. On the same side of his face 
a smile tries to nudge the corner of his mouth up while 
he begins mixing the drink. As he shakes the mixer with 
sharp, controlled movements he says, “Your wife. She 
collects you, no?”

“You heard about that?”
“Oh, everybody hear about it.  We talk about you very 

much. You are subject of debate. Why, we ask, are you still 
here?”

Ben looks at him blankly, as if the significance of the 
question has eluded him by sliding out of his peripheral 

vision, perhaps around the corner to the left. “Well,” he 
replies, “I’m not finished yet.” 

“What is it you are not finished?” The bartender says 
with an inflection Ben identifies as unnervingly sardonic. 
He decides Juanio has a sense of humour and this comforts 
him since it’s clear, like the rest of the staff, he doesn’t care 
for Ben a whole lot. 

“A short story. A novella perhaps. Maybe even a novel. 
I don’t know. All I know is it’s not finished. I’m digging in 
until it’s done.”

“Digging in? Yes, I can see that. Digging into garbage 
can by the looks of it. When was the last time you had a 
shower?” Juanio waves his hand in front of his nose which 
is is scrunched up in an expression of exaggerated, though 
not feigned, disgust.

“Oh,” Ben smells his armpit, “Before I arrived I guess.”
“Down service hallway. You have access to gym next 

door. They let you use showers and everyone will be much 
happier.”

“You shower there?”
“No,” Juanio chuckles and shakes his head slightly, 

“No, I go home. Miranda say she been there. You like how 
I mix martini.”

Ben isn’t sure if it’s a question or a statement but 
Juanio is smiling at him pointedly in a truly disconcerting 
manner. He drains what’s left of his drink, “Yeah. It’s good.”

“You like my martinis. I make the best drinks in city. 
Nobody know. I’m hidden here in silly pretend bar for silly 
woman with her screws loose.” Juanio looks preoccupied, 
somewhere else.
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Ben asks, “Why don’t you work somewhere else? A 
real bar. A club.”

Juanio waves the idea away with a scowl, “No. Hours 
no good in bar. Late nights, never see my woman. And I 
would be very sad.”

“But you yearn for something more?”
“More?”
“More than this. Working here.”
Juanio laughs, “Is that not life?”
Ben nods. It’s not a sentiment he feels he can refute 

though endorsing it somehow feels wrong as well. 
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